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Abstract. Spacecrafts provide a large set of on-board components information such
as their temperature, power and pressure. This information is constantly monitored
by engineers, who capture the outliers and determine whether the situation is abnor-
mal or not. However, due to the huge quantity of information, only a small part of the
data is being processed or used to perform anomaly prediction. A common accepted
research concept for anomaly prediction as described in literature yields on using
projections (based on probabilities, estimated on learnt patterns from the past)[?]
and data mining methods to enhance the conventional diagnosis approach[?]. Most
of them conclude on the need to build a status vector. We propose an algorithm for
efficient outlier detection that builds the patterns identity on the past data based on
their curve fitting information. On top of statistical elements, each pattern is alloted
a characteristics chart. This pattern identity enables fast pattern matching across
the data. The pattern classification is done by using the users’ anomaly reports for
flagging. The match quality is measured by a relevance vector. As such the method-
ology applies to continuous signals and the algorithm mainly focuses on Fourier fit
coefficients. This project is an interdisciplinary project between SES S.A. and UL.
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